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Abstract. Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) are derived
from particles emitted directly into the atmosphere (primary
emissions) or from the growth of nanometer-sized particles
nucleated in the atmosphere. It is important to separate these
two sources because they respond in different ways to gas
and particle emission control strategies and environmental
changes. Here, we use a global aerosol microphysics model
to quantify the contribution of primary and nucleated particles to global CCN. The model considers primary emissions of sea spray, sulfate and carbonaceous particles, and
nucleation processes appropriate for the free troposphere and
boundary layer. We estimate that 45% of global low-level
cloud CCN at 0.2% supersaturation are secondary aerosol
derived from nucleation (ranging between 31–49% taking
into account uncertainties in primary emissions and nucleation rates), with the remainder from primary emissions. The
model suggests that 35% of CCN (0.2%) in global low-level
clouds were created in the free and upper troposphere. In
the marine boundary layer 55% of CCN (0.2%) are from
nucleation, with 45% entrained from the free troposphere
and 10% nucleated directly in the boundary layer. Combinations of model runs show that primary and nucleated CCN
are non-linearly coupled. In particular, boundary layer nucleated CCN are strongly suppressed by both primary emissions and entrainment of particles nucleated in the free troposphere. Elimination of all primary emissions reduces global
CCN (0.2%) by only 20% and elimination of upper tropospheric nucleation reduces CCN (0.2%) by only 12% because of the increased contribution from boundary layer nucleation.
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1

Introduction

Atmospheric particles are produced by two distinctly different mechanisms: Particulate emissions produce primary particles spanning a wide range of sizes, and gas-to-particle conversion creates nanometer-sized particles by atmospheric nucleation. These production mechanisms differ greatly in their
spatial and temporal variations and the factors that control
these variations. For example, particulate emissions occur
almost universally close to the ground whereas nucleation
occurs in the boundary layer (Kulmala et al., 2004) and in the
upper troposphere (Twohy et al., 2002; Benson et al., 2008).
While the atmospheric abundance of primary particles is essentially determined by the emission strength, the abundance
of nucleated particles responds in complex ways to variations
in precursor gases and existing particle concentrations (Gaydos et al., 2005; Spracklen et al., 2006; Jung et al., 2006;
Pierce and Adams, 2007; Wang and Penner, 2009) and other
environmental factors that are still not completely understood
(Lyubovtseva et al., 2005; Sogacheva et al., 2008).
Quantification of the global budget of CCN is an essential step towards a complete understanding of how anthropogenic emissions alter global clouds and climate. Prediction of long-term changes in CCN for climate assessments
needs to account for the variations and couplings in different aerosol production mechanisms. To do so requires an
understanding of the budget of primary and nucleated CCN
in different regions and the factors that control changes in
their abundance. At present, the relative strength of different mechanisms contributing to the budget of total aerosol
(condensation nucleus, CN) and CCN concentrations is not
known.
Our limited understanding of the global CCN budget
is partly due to the limited capability of global models
to represent detailed particle microphysics. Only recently
global models that can simulate changes in particle number concentration and the particle size distribution with
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particle microphysics have become available (Adams and
Seinfeld, 2002; Vignati et al., 2004; Spracklen et al., 2005a;
Lohmann et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009). However, there
are also uncertainties in emissions, particularly for carbonaceous particles (Bond et al., 2004), but also for precursor
gases such as sulfur dioxide (Smith et al., 2002) and the fraction of the sulfur emitted as particulate sulfate from nearinstantaneous sub-grid scale nucleation close to the emission
source (Spracklen et al., 2005b; Wang and Penner, 2009).
Also, one of the largest current challenges is to understand in
more detail how secondary organic compounds contribute to
aerosol growth (Alfarra, 2006) and possibly to their formation (Bonn et al., 2008; Laaksonen et al., 2008).
Recently, substantial advances have been made in our understanding of what controls atmospheric nucleation (Kulmala et al., 2006, 2008). While work is in progress to better quantify different aerosol processes, global models including detailed microphysics have contributed greatly to
the knowledge of mechanisms controlling particle concentrations in different regions. Pierce and Adams (2006), Kazil
et al. (2006) and Spracklen et al. (2007) showed that remote
marine boundary layer CCN concentrations can be largely
explained by the primary sea salt flux and entrainment of
free tropospheric particles, as originally proposed by Raes
(1995). In a subsequent study Korhonen et al. (2008) used
a global aerosol model to explain the seasonal cycle of CCN
at Cape Grim based on emissions of sea spray and nucleation of sulfuric acid aerosol in the free troposphere, and estimated that over 90% of the non-sea spray CCN were generated above the boundary layer by nucleation.
Several studies have shown that changes in emissions can
result in non-linear changes in aerosol number concentrations. Stier et al. (2006) studied the non-linear responses
of aerosol concentrations to all major aerosol sources, and
found that the new particle production by binary homogeneous sulfuric acid-water nucleation was saturated so that a
decrease in sulfuric acid concentration produced less than a
proportional decrease in nucleation and accumulation mode
particles. On the other hand, changes in primary organic
emissions showed more than proportional changes in accumulation mode particles. Pierce et al. (2007) found that
the total enhancement of surface level CCN (0.2%) from all
carbonaceous particles is 65–90% depending on the applied
emission inventory. Spracklen et al. (2006) showed that reduction in primary emissions can actually increase ground
level CN due to enhanced nucleation in the boundary layer.
Similarly, Wang and Penner (2009) showed that the enhancement of CCN production by boundary layer nucleation is
greater when a smaller proportion of sulfur emissions is emitted directly as primary sulfate.
The uncertainties in nucleation parameterizations have
also been studied in several global models. Pierce and Adams
(2009) found that boundary layer CCN (0.2%) concentrations obtained with different atmospheric nucleation parameterizations varied only by 12%, and concluded that uncertainAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 8601–8616, 2009
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ties in primary emissions are more important for CCN concentrations than uncertainties in nucleation rates. Spracklen
et al. (2008) showed that uncertainties in boundary layer nucleation rates alone lead to enhancements between 3–20%
in ground level global CCN (0.2%). Also, Makkonen et
al. (2009) showed that boundary layer cloud droplet number
concentrations (CDNC) are highly sensitive to the selected
boundary layer nucleation parameterization.
Recently, we used a global aerosol microphysics model
GLOMAP to fine-tune the model boundary layer nucleation parameterization against observed CN concentrations (Spracklen et al., 2006, 2009), CCN concentrations
(Spracklen et al., 2008), and CDNC (Merikanto et al., 2009).
Our comparisons of modeled and observed CN, CCN and
CDNC show that the model gives a satisfactory representation of the boundary layer aerosol. Here, our aim is to provide a best possible estimate of the relative contribution to
global and regional CN and CCN of primary particles and
secondary particles both from boundary layer and free tropospheric nucleation. Changes in these contributions due to uncertainties in primary particle emissions and nucleation rates
are also taken into account. The simulations are based on
inventories for year 2000 particulate and precursor gas emissions.

2

Model description

GLOMAP is an extension of the offline 3-D chemical transport model TOMCAT (Chipperfield, 2006). GLOMAP treats
two 2-moment sectional externally mixed particle distributions. One distribution is partly hydrophyllic including sulfate, sea-salt, elemental carbon (EC) and organic carbon
(OC), and the other is hydrophobic containing freshly emitted primary carbon (OC and EC). In this study we have neglected dust as an aerosol component in favour of computational efficiency. While dust can be an important source
of ice nuclei and makes a significant proportion of aerosol
mass in some regions, the number concentration of dust is
always low compared to other aerosol types. Our resent modelling results including dust have shown that dust makes only
a minor contribution to CN or CCN even during severe dust
storms (Manktelow et al., 2009). Therefore, neglecting dust
has no significant impact on our results.
Primary OC and EC particles are transferred to the hydrophyllic distribution through coagulation with other hydrophyllic particles or by condensation of one monolayer
of sulfuric acid or secondary organics, making the transfer
of OC and EC to the hydrophyllic distribution fairly rapid.
Rapid aging of hydrophyllic primary particles is also observed in laboratory measurements (Zhang et al., 2008). Here
we use a horizontal resolution of ∼2.8◦ by ∼2.8◦ with 31
vertical levels between the surface and 10 hPa. The model is
forced by analyses from the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts for the year 2000. Microphysical
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/8601/2009/
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Table 1. Description of modelled source strengths for different particle production mechanisms. The primary emitted particles mass fluxes
are taken from AEROCOM emissions datasets (Dentener et al., 2006). Table shows the applied size distributions schemes. Nucleation
schemes refer to applied parameterization or nucleation rate coefficient. Minimum, standard and maximum schemes refer to the relative
strength of the sources in producing particles globally.
Source

Type

Minimum scheme

Standard scheme

Maximum scheme

Primary

EC
OC
Sulfate
Sea-salt
H2 SO4 − H2 O
Activation

Stier et al. (2005)
Stier et al. (2005)
AEROCOM
Gong (2003)
Kulmala et al. (1998)
A=2x10−7

Stier et al. (2005)
Stier et al. (2005)
AEROCOM
Martensson et al. (2003)
Kulmala et al. (1998)
A=2x10−6

AEROCOM
AEROCOM
AEROCOM
Martensson et al. (2003)
Vehkamäki et al. (2002)
A=2x10−5

UTN
BLN

processes include nucleation, primary particle emissions,
condensation, coagulation, in-cloud and below-cloud aerosol
wet deposition, dry deposition, and cloud processing. Full
details of the model microphysics scheme are described in
Spracklen et al. (2005a).
We model the aerosol size distribution with 20 sections
spanning 3 nm to 10 µm dry diameter. The lower limit of
3 nm is also a typical lower limit in commercial Differential
Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS) devices applied in field measurements. The modeled CN concentration is calculated as
the sum of all particles of all sizes in both hydrophyllic and
hydrophobic distributions. CCN concentrations are calculated from the hydrophyllic distribution using the dry radius
and hygroscopicity κ. The κ values are obtained from Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) for different chemical species
and the calculations are carried out using fixed supersaturations of 0.2% and 1.0%.
2.1

Particulate and gaseous emissions

Particulate emissions are based on AEROCOM prescribed
emission datasets for the year 2000 (Dentener et al., 2006).
The datasets include sea-salt and particulate carbonaceous
emissions (EC and OC), and sulfate emissions from wildfires, biofuels, fossil fuels and volcanoes. Particulate sulfate
originates from nucleation that takes place almost instantly
close to emission source, and is therefore treated here as a
source of primary particles. Here, we emit 2.5% of all SO2
emissions as particulate sulfate. Primary sulfate are emitted
as lognormal modes according to AEROCOM recommendations that are then mapped to the model size bins. For
EC/OC emissions we use the size distribution suggested by
Stier et al. (2005). However, uncertainties in primary particle
concentrations are studied with additional simulations using
AEROCOM-recommended size distribution for EC/OC particles, which increases the number yield of EC/OC particles
by a factor of eight compared to Stier et al. (2005) scheme.
The sea-salt size distribution is also modeled according to
two different schemes. The first scheme is based on the AEROCOM recommendation (Gong, 2003). This scheme does
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/8601/2009/

not include ultrafine sea-salt particles that have been found
to greatly contribute to marine CN and CCN concentrations
(Pierce and Adams, 2006; Clarke et al., 2006). Therefore, another scheme by Martensson et al. (2003), which emits seasalt particles down to 10 nm, is also explored. The different
particulate emission schemes are summarised in Table 1.
We use AEROCOM-recommended anthropogenic and
volcanic emissions of SO2 and marine DMS emissions
are obtained from prescribed concentrations by Kettle and
Adreae (2000) and sea-to-air transfer velocities according
to Nightingale at al. (2000). The model gas phase sulfur chemistry mechanism used for atmospheric sulfuric acid
production rates is described in Spracklen et al. (2005a).
The organic condensable and hydrophilic secondary organic
aerosol material is obtained as first-stage oxidation products
of monoterpenes with an assumed yield of 13%. Monoterpene emissions are from the GEIA inventory (Benkovitz et
al., 1996). The applied oxidation reactions are explained in
Spracklen et al. (2006).
2.2

Model nucleation schemes

New particle formation is modeled with two mechanisms
based on nucleation of secondary sulfate particles. The first
mechanism is binary homogeneous nucleation (BHN) of sulfuric acid and water using rates from the parameterization of
Kulmala et al. (1998). Recent theoretical and experimental
work suggests that BHN does not produce significant nucleation in the boundary layer (Kulmala et al., 2006; Young et
al., 2008). Indeed, in our model BHN does not produce significant nucleation in the boundary layer, but takes place actively above this height. Our earlier work also suggests that
BHN is capable of producing the measured particle concentrations in the upper troposphere (Spracklen et al., 2005a).
Another BHN parameterization by Vehkamäki et al. (2002) is
also applied in the uncertainty analysis and produces somewhat higher nucleation rates in the upper troposphere than
Kulmala et al. (1998).
The second nucleation mechanism is based on cluster activation theory by Kulmala et al. (2006). Observations from
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 8601–8616, 2009
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several ground stations around the world suggest that the nucleation rate of new particles is proportional to the sulfuric
acid concentration to the power of 1 or 2 (Weber et al., 1995,
1997; Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Kuang et al.,
2008). Activation theory gives the nucleation rate of 1 nm
particles by
J1 = A[H2 SO4 ],

(1)

where A is the nucleation rate coefficient. The effective production rate of 3 nm particles is obtained from (Kerminen
and Kulmala, 2002)


CS0
J3 = J1 exp −0.153
(2)
,
GR
where CS0 is the reduced condensation sink and
GR (nm h−1 ) is the cluster growth rate, assumed to be constant between 1 and 3 nm and given by 0.73×10−7 [H2 SO4 ].
Modeled CN and CCN concentrations are in relatively good
agreement with worldwide observations when this scheme
is included (Spracklen et al., 2006, 2008, 2009) with an
experimentally derived coefficient A = 2×10−6 s−1 (Sihto et
al., 2006). Due to uncertainties in A, we carry out additional
simulations with A = 2×10−7 s−1 and A = 2×10−5 s−1 to
estimate the impact of uncertainties in the nucleation rate.
Our test simulations show that activation nucleation produces unrealistically high particle concentrations in the free
troposphere, and that this mechanism needs to be confined
to the boundary layer; aircraft campaigns suggest that above
the boundary layer particle concentrations have a minimum
(Schroder, 2002) which would not be obtained by letting
activation nucleation take place throughout the troposphere.
Indeed, just above the boundary layer new particle formation
appears to be rare. As shown in Fig. 1, the mechanistic
restriction of activation nucleation produces a minimum
in the particle concentrations above the boundary layer.
While we do not argue that there are two separate nucleation
mechanisms taking place in the atmosphere (there can be
one or many), our approach leads to a phenomenologically
justifiable representation of two different nucleation zones
in the atmosphere consistent with observations. In this
paper we refer to binary homogeneous nucleation as upper
tropospheric nucleation (UTN) and activation nucleation
as boundary layer nucleation (BLN). Different modeled
nucleation schemes are summarised in Table 1.
2.3

Model experiments

The starting point of our analysis is the GLOMAP aerosol
model with “standard” emissions and nucleation parameterizations described in Table 1. The standard emission scheme
is similar to that used in our previous work (Spracklen et
al., 2008) but now includes a source of ultrafine sea-salt
(Martensson et al., 2003). This model is in satisfactory
agreement with a large set of continental ground-level CN
measurements and their seasonal variation (Spracklen et al.,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 8601–8616, 2009
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2006, 2009), and with somewhat more limited measurements
of CCN and CDNC in various environments (Spracklen et
al., 2008; Merikanto et al., 2009). We calculate the relative contribution from primary particles and two nucleation
mechanisms and study the uncertainties in each of these
mechanisms by modifying emissions or processes with respect to their standard representation.
Combinations of model experiments were carried out to
obtain the relative contribution from primary particles (PR),
upper tropospheric nucleation (UTN), and boundary layer
nucleation (BLN) to particle number concentrations:
1. PR: Runs with only primary particles from particulate
emissions with and without ultrafine sea-salt. We can
calculate the contribution of ultrafine sea-salt to CN and
CCN from these runs.
2. PR+UTN: Runs with particulate emissions (without ultrafine sea-salt) and UTN represented with the BHN
(Kulmala et al., 1998) nucleation parameterization.
3. PR+UTN+BLN: Runs with particulate emissions (without ultrafine sea-salt), UTN represented with BHN
(Kulmala et al., 1998), and BLN represented by the
activation nucleation parameterization (Kulmala et al.,
2006).
These simulations were carried out by running the model
over the full year 2000 with 3-month spin-ups.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/8601/2009/
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Sensitivity simulations were carried out using shorter 1month runs for April 2000, including a 3-month model spinup:
4. Uncertainties in UTN rates were tested with PR+UTN
runs with BHN according to Vehkamäki et al. (2002)
instead of Kulmala et al. (1998).
5. Uncertainties in primary particle concentrations were
tested in PR+UTN runs with EC/OC primary particle
concentrations raised by a factor of 8 (to represent a
factor 2 uncertainty in particles sizes for fixed emission
mass, similar to Spracklen et al. (2009)).

from different production mechanisms. Changes in particulate emissions therefore result in nonlinear changes in nucleation rates, growth rates and particle size distribution because
primary particles act as a coagulation sink for nucleated particles and a condensation sink for nucleating and condensing
vapors (Spracklen et al., 2006). Two additional experiments
were carried out to test how atmospheric concentrations respond to turning off each of the three production mechanisms
in a different order to that used in the annual runs:
7. PR+BLN: Runs with standard primary emissions (without ultrafine sea-salt) and BLN nucleation using
A=2×10−6 s−1 . This run examines the effect of UT
nucleation on boundary layer nucleation and is complementary to runs 2 and 3.

6. Uncertainties in boundary layer nucleation rates were
tested in PR+UTN+BLN runs by raising and lowering
the nucleation rate coefficient A in Eq. (1) by a factor of
10.
The contribution of primary emissions and the two nucleation mechanisms was calculated from the differences between various runs. The competition between mechanisms
may make the order of these calculations important. For example, effective 3 nm BLN rates are known to be limited by
the condensation sink of the background aerosol (see Eq. 2),
so the BLN contribution to CN and CCN needs to be calculated against the background of the pre-existing aerosol.
From the above runs we calculate the BLN contribution as a
particle excess according to
(PR + UTN + BLN) − (PR + UTN) = (BLN).

(3)

Maximum and minimum ranges of the contribution can
also be calculated from the sensitivity runs. On the other
hand, nucleation has only a minor effect on primary particles
due to small and opposite changes in condensational and coagulational mass fluxes. Therefore, the contribution of primary particles can be obtained from the run with particulate
emissions only, PR.
Our simulations show that total particle concentration in
the upper troposphere is not very sensitive to BLN (Fig. 1)
because there is very little background aerosol from BLN.
The excess contribution from UTN is therefore obtained
from
(PR + UTN + BLN) − (BLN) − (PR) = (UTN),

(4)

so that summing PR, UTN and BLN gives the total concentrations exactly. This allows us to calculate the relative contributions to CN and CCN from each mechanism.
A third set of simulations was carried out to explore how
different mechanisms compete. The interactions between
particles through coagulation complicates assessment of the
relative importance of each mechanism to particle concentrations. Particles lose their origin in coagulation with other particles and “real” atmospheric particles contain components
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/8601/2009/

8. UTN+BLN: Runs with UTN represented with Kulmala et al. (1998) parameterization and BLN using
A=2×10−6 s−1 . The run involves a hypothetical removal of all primary particle emissions. The 2.5% fraction of sulfur, normally emitted as primary sulfate, is
emitted as SO2 . This run examines the effect of primary
emissions on nucleation.
These runs were carried out for April 2000 with 3-month
spin-ups.

3
3.1

Results
Global contributions and uncertainty estimates

The simulated global mean vertical profiles of CN and
CCN (0.2%) for primary particles are shown in Fig. 1 with
the associated uncertainties in emitted size distribution (see
Table 1) indicated by the black shaded region (runs 1 and 5).
The red areas in Fig. 1 show the resulting profile with primary emissions and upper tropospheric nucleation with the
range showing the effect of using two different H2 SO4 −H2 O
nucleation formulations (runs 2 and 4). The smaller concentrations produced by H2 SO4 − H2 O nucleation are obtained
with the Kulmala et al. (1998) parameterization and higher
concentrations with the Vehkamäki et al. (2003) parameterization. Finally, the green areas show the profile with standard primary particle emissions, upper tropospheric nucleation using the Kulmala et al. (1998) parameterization, and
boundary layer nucleation represented with varying rates of
activation nucleation (runs 3 and 6). Variations in the UTN
rate result in only modest variations in boundary layer UTN
contributions to CN and CCN (0.2%), and variations in BLN
or primary emissions are most visible in the boundary layer
concentrations.
Primary particle concentrations drop exponentially from
∼300 cm−3 at the surface (where they are emitted) to
∼100 cm−3 at the top of the boundary layer, and only few
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 8601–8616, 2009
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primary particles reach the upper troposphere. However, aircraft measurements show that total particle number concentrations can be very high in the upper troposphere (Twohy et
al., 2002). In our model, UTN actively takes place below the
tropopause, and total particle concentrations in the run including primary emissions and UTN increase exponentially
above the boundary layer to reach 104 cm−3 . These nucleated particles become mixed through the atmospheric column by convective and large scale processes. Thus, although
UTN particles have their source well above the surface the
model suggests that their annual global mean total concentration actually exceeds primary particles in the boundary
layer. While particles originating from UTN mix downwards they also grow, and the obtained CCN (0.2%) concentrations show an opposing trend to CN, increasing with
decreasing altitude. But even with UTN the ground level
CN concentrations in the model are often far less than observed (Spracklen et al., 2006, 2009), and BLN needs to be
included to match the observations. BLN increases both the
CN and CCN (0.2%) concentrations in the boundary layer.
BLN causes a minor reduction of CN and CCN above ∼5 km.
The resulting reduction is due to enhanced condensation of
sulfuric acid and secondary organics on boundary layer particles. Hence less sulfuric acid and secondary organics are
transported to UT where they would contribute to nucleation
(sulfuric acid) and subsequent particle growth (sulfuric acid
and secondary organics).
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the contributions of different
mechanisms to CN, CCN (0.2%) and CCN (1.0%) as global,
continental and marine means. The mean values were obtained from runs including ultrafine sea-salt, UTN represented with the sulfuric acid-water nucleation parameterization of Kulmala et al. (1998), and BLN using an activation
coefficient A=2×10−6 . The ranges, indicated by horizontal bars, show the effect of combined uncertainties in each
mechanism (see Table 1).
On a global scale, primary particles account for roughly
one-quarter of ground level CN (range 16–63%) with all
other particles being derived from nucleation. Globally, a
quarter of ground level CN originate from UTN (range 13–
39%), and approximately half of the CN originate from BLN
(range 15–68%). In contrast, low-level cloud CCN (0.2%)
(460-1100 m above ground level) is dominated by primary
particles (51–69%), while UTN produces roughly one-third
(25–39%) and BLN one-tenth (4–13%) of low-level cloud
CCN (0.2%). However, because the size spectrum of small
particles is dominated by nucleated particles the relative
contribution of nucleation to CCN is greater at higher supersaturation since smaller particles can be activated. For
CCN (1.0%), one-half originates from primary particles
(33–63%), UTN still contributes one-third (26–48%), but
the BLN contribution increases to one-fifth (8–28%). Primary particle and BLN contributions to total particle concentrations fall rapidly with height, and nearly all particles
above 5 km originate from UTN. However, the few remainAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 8601–8616, 2009
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ing primary particles above the boundary layer act as CCN
more effectively than UTN particles and their contribution to
CCN (0.2%) at 6 km is still 25% as a global mean or 40%
over continental regions. Also BLN particles that penetrate
through the boundary layer have become larger, and activate
more easily than UTN particles above the boundary layer.
BLN produces fewer particles over oceans than over continents, but its relative contribution to CN and CCN is nearly
equal over the global marine and continental boundary layers. The contribution of primary particles to boundary layer
CN and CCN is larger over continents than over marine
regions, and primaries dominate continental CCN regardless of supersaturation or uncertainties in the analysis. In
marine regions, however, UTN produces the same number
of CCN (0.2%) as primary particles and dominates marine
boundary layer CCN (1.0%).
3.2

Regional contributions to CN

Figure 5 shows the ground level CN concentrations in different regions and the contribution to CN from each mechanism (as a mean over year 2000). Highest primary CN occurs over the continents where anthropogenic emissions and
forest fires are the major contributors. Over marine regions
primary particles originate mostly from oceanic sea-salt.
UTN produces particles that have a long life time. These
particles can travel long distances with the general circulation, resulting in a fairly uniform ground-level global distribution ranging from ∼50 cm−3 in the Arctic to >800 cm−3 in
the sub-tropics. The dominant spatial pattern of ground level
CN from UTN is zonal, with peak inputs in the sub-tropics
±30◦ from the equator (Fig. 5b), where the air descends from
the free troposphere in the Hadley cell with limited scavenging. Elevated regions, such as the Himalayas, have higher
than average particle concentrations from UTN simply because they are closer to the UT. This simple spatial pattern of
CN from UTN shows very little memory of the much more
patchy sources of the precursor gas SO2 .
BLN is the most important contributor to the global
ground level CN. Highest particle concentrations of several
thousand per cubic centimeter from BLN occur over the continents, but not always in the regions with highest pollution
or sulfur emissions. Some BLN is also observed over the
marine regions where SO2 emissions from shipping or DMS
emissions from phytoplankton are high. BLN produces relatively few particles in equatorial regions, except along some
shipping tracks and near volcanic sulfur sources.
The different spatial strengths of particle production
mechanisms make their regional contributions very different from the global mean. Figure 6 shows the relative regional contributions to CN from each mechanism. Values
over specific regions are listed in Table 2. In marine regions
the importance of the flux of nucleated particles from the upper troposphere is enhanced due to weaker primary emissions
compared to the continents. The UTN source is particularly
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/8601/2009/
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Fig. 2. Vertical contribution of boundary layer nucleation (green), upper tropospheric nucleation (red), and primary OC, BC, sulphate and
Fig. to
2.A:
Vertical
of C:
boundary
layervolume
nucleation
(green),
sea salt particles (black)
global;contribution
B: continental;
marine total
averaged
particle concentrations (all particles larger than 3 nm).
uppercombined
tropospheric
nucleationin(red),
and primary OC, BC, sulphate
Horizontal bars represent
uncertainties
each mechanism.
and sea salt particles (black) to A: global; B: continental; C: marine
total volume averaged particle concentrations (all particles larger
than 3 nm). Horizontal bars represent combined uncertainties in
each mechanism.

Fig. 3. Vertical contribution of boundary layer nucleation (green), upper tropospheric nucleation (red), and primary particles (black) to
Fig. 3. C:
Vertical
of boundary
nucleation
(green),
A: global; B: continental;
marinecontribution
cloud condensation
nucleilayer
volume
averaged
concentrations at 0.2% supersaturation with associated
upper tropospheric nucleation (red), and primary particles (black)
uncertainties.
to A: global; B: continental; C: marine cloud condensation nuclei
volume averaged concentrations at 0.2% supersaturation with associated uncertainties.
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Fig. 4. Vertical contribution of boundary layer nucleation (green), upper tropospheric nucleation (red), and primary particles (black) to A:
Fig. 4.C:Vertical
of boundary
layer nucleation
global; B: continental;
marine contribution
cloud condensation
nuclei concentrations
with(green),
1.0% supersaturation, and combined uncertainties in each
mechanism.
upper tropospheric nucleation (red), and primary particles (black) to

A: global; B: continental; C: marine cloud condensation nuclei concentrations with 1.0% supersaturation, and combined uncertainties
in each mechanism.

Fig. 5. Ground level
total
nm inparticle
diameter)
average
concentrations
A: all particles (sum of panels B, C and D); B: primary
Fig.
5. particle
Ground(above
level 3total
(above
3 nm
in diameter)ofaverparticles; C: nucleated particles entrained from upper troposphere; D: particles nucleated in the boundary layer.

age concentrations of A: all particles (sum of panels B, C and D);
B: primary particles; C: nucleated particles entrained from upper
troposphere; D: particles nucleated in the boundary layer.
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Fig. 6. Relative average contributions to ground total particle concentrations (above 3 nm in diameter) of A: all nucleation particles (sum of
Fig. 6. Relative average contributions to ground total particle conpanels C and D); B: primary particles; C: upper tropospheric nucleated particles; D: boundary layer nucleated particles.

centrations (above 3 nm in diameter) of A: all nucleation particles
(sum of panels C and D); B: primary particles; C: upper tropospheric
nucleated
particles;
D: boundary
particles.
important (>80%)
in regions
of low
wind speed
such aslayer
the nucleated
imately
equal, showing that most entrained CN are effective

sub-tropics. In equatorial regions primaries dominate the
continental CN and UTN dominates the marine CN. In marine regions the relative contribution of primaries appears to
be relatively constant, while UTN and BLN show opposite
patterns. This suggests that particles from UTN are limiting
BLN in several marine regions (see Sect. 3.4).
3.3

Regional contributions to CCN

Regional CCN (0.2%) concentrations, calculated for clouds
at 460–1100 m above ground level, are shown in Fig. 7 for
all particles and for particles produced by each mechanism.
While the continental CN patterns are dominated by BLN
particles, continental CCN (0.2%) patterns are dominated by
primary particles. Marine CCN (0.2%) concentrations from
primary particles are elevated in coastal regions due to particle outflow, and in regions of high wind speed with strong
sea-salt emissions as in the Southern Ocean.
The CCN concentrations from UTN are rather uniform
over different longitudes and vary between <30 cm−3 in the
Arctic to >300 cm−3 in the sub-tropics and over some midlatitude continental regions. The enhancement in absolute
CCN concentrations from UTN over some continental regions is due to biogenic organic vapors and sulfate that grow
the entrained particles effectively. For example, over eastern
Amazonia the UTN CN and CCN concentrations are approxwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/8601/2009/

CCN.
The regional distribution of CCN produced by BLN is very
different from the corresponding CN distribution shown in
Fig. 5d. BLN produces large concentrations of particles in
Chile from volcanic SO2 and only a few particles in the Amazon, but produces almost no CCN in Chile. This difference
in the distribution of CN and CCN from BLN highlights the
importance of horizontal transport of BLN particles and the
importance of secondary organics (which are higher over the
Amazon) in their growth. Over the Southern Ocean BLN
produces large concentrations of CN, but the contribution to
CCN is small and requires a large supersaturation.
Figures 8 and 9 show the relative contributions of all nucleated particles (UTN and BLN), primary particles, and
BLN and UTN separately to CCN (0.2%) and CCN (1.0%).
Primary particles dominate CCN in polluted regions and
regions with biomass burning: central European, SouthEast Asia, central Africa, South America, and the Southern
Ocean. CCN in the Arctic, northern North America, northern Asia, and over almost all marine sub-tropical regions are
dominated by nucleated particles. In particular, in marine
sub-tropical regions that are distant from continental primary
sources and that have low sea-salt emissions, boundary layer
CCN are mostly entrained from the upper troposphere.
The upper troposphere makes a large contribution to
boundary layer CCN in the Arctic. Although the absolute
source strengths are low from all mechanisms in the Arctic,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 8601–8616, 2009
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Fig. 7. Average cloud
0.2%concentrations
supersaturationwith
at 460–1100 m above ground level of A: all particles
Fig. condensation
7. Average nuclei
cloudconcentrations
condensationwith
nuclei
(sum of panels B, C and D); B: primary particles; C: nucleated particles entrained from upper troposphere; D: particles nucleated in the
0.2% supersaturation at 460–1100 m above ground level of A: all
boundary layer.

particles (sum of panels B, C and D); B: primary particles; C: nucleated particles entrained from upper troposphere; D: particles nucleated in the boundary layer.

Fig. 8. Relative average contributions to cloud condensation nuclei concentrations at 460–1100 m above ground level with 0.2% supersatuFig. 8. Relative average contributions to cloud condensation nuclei
ration of A: all nucleation particles (sum of panels C and D). Regions with persistent stratocumulus decks are highlighted with blue lines; B:
concentrations at 460–1100 m above ground level with 0.2% superprimary particles; C: upper tropospheric nucleated particles; D: boundary layer nucleated particles.

saturation of A: all nucleation particles (sum of panels C and D).
Regions with persistent stratocumulus decks are highlighted with
blue lines; B: primary particles; C: upper tropospheric nucleated
Atmos. Chem. Phys.,
9, 8601–8616,
particles;
D: boundary2009
layer nucleated particles.
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Table 2. Summary of contributions of primary particles (PR), boundary layer nucleation (BLN) and upper tropospheric nucleation (UTN)
to concentrations of all particles (CN) at ground level and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) at 460–1100 m above ground level at 0.2% and
1.0% supersaturations. The values correspond to results obtained with the standard scheme in Table 1. The total average concentrations are
also shown. The marine regions refer to west of North America (NAM), west of South America (SAM), west of North Africa (NAF), west
of South Africa (SAF), and East of North-East Asia (NEA) (see Figs. 8 and 9).

Region
Total Global

All [cm−3 ]

CN
PR-UTN-BLN [%]

All [cm−3 ]

1063

27-26-48

430

CCN (1.0%)
PR-UTN-BLN [%]

All [cm−3 ]

CCN (0.2%)
PR-UTN-BLN [%]

39-41-20

263

55-35-10

Total MarineJ. Merikanto
778et al.: Impact
19-33-49
308CCN
of nucleation on

32-51-17

187

45-45-10

NAM
SAM
NAF
SAF
NEA

599
567
1007
616
1402

20-63-18
14-41-45
12-31-57
23-41-36
35-35-30

380
231
397
343
745

22-68-9
26-63-12
22-59-20
37-52-11
44-43-13

251
145
261
260
507

30-60-10
35-57-8
30-53-17
46-46-7
58-33-9

Total Continental

1813

36-18-46

754

46-30-23

461

67-24-9

Europe
Africa
N. America
S. America
N. Asia
S.E. Asia
Oceania
Antarctica

2640
1170
2496
1595
1149
3954
1303
755

47-11-42
50-20-29
20-12-69
36-15-49
22-26-53
46-14-40
21-20-59
2-76-22

1201
714
894
632
531
1395
573
91

49-21-30
57-29-14
27-29-44
54-32-13
28-41-30
59-23-18
29-41-30
14-71-16

680
548
398
469
251
862
321
5

69-19-12
70-24-6
53-27-20
67-26-6
51-36-13
81-14-5
48-36-16
31-65-4

Fig. 9. Relative average
to cloud
condensation
460–1100 m above ground level with 1.0% supersatuFig. 9.contributions
Relative average
contributions
tonuclei
cloud concentrations
condensation at
nuclei
ration of A: all nucleation particles (sum of panels C and D). Regions with persistent stratocumulus decks are highlighted with blue lines; B:
concentrations at 460–1100 m above ground level with 1.0% superprimary particles; C: upper tropospheric nucleated particles; D: boundary layer nucleated particles.

saturation of A: all nucleation particles (sum of panels C and D).
Regions with persistent stratocumulus decks are highlighted with
blue lines; B: primary particles; C: upper tropospheric nucleated
particles; D: boundary layer nucleated particles.
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UTN is by far the most dominant CCN source there, contributing over 60%.
In the figures we have marked the marine regions with persistent stratiform clouds. According to our results the majority (>60%) of CCN in these cloudy regions originate from
UTN.
The relative importance of boundary layer nucleation as a
source of CCN is significantly less than it is for CN, but BLN
still enhances CCN (0.2%) significantly in several continental regions (>30%) and over the North Atlantic, and increasingly so at the higher supersaturation of 1% (>50%).
3.4

Interactions between CN and CCN production
mechanisms

Understanding how different particle production mechanisms contribute to CN and CCN helps us to understand the
spatial distribution of atmospheric particles. However, one
should bear in mind that the mechanisms interact in a complex way. We tested how the CN and CCN concentrations
changed by switching off the production mechanisms one at
a time.
Switching off primary emissions completely in April 2000
(UTN+BLN, run 8) actually increases the global mean
ground level CN by 31% (compared to run PR+UTN+BLN),
while global mean CCN (0.2%) in low-level clouds decreases
by 20%. Therefore, primary emissions as a whole suppress
total particle concentrations but enhance CCN. In Spracklen
et al. (2006) we showed that there is a non-linear relationship between primary emission strength and total particle
concentration. A small reduction in primary emissions decreases the global total particle concentration, but after some
point the total particle concentration starts increasing as nucleation becomes more effective (with reducing condensation/coagulation sink).
The relationship between primary emissions and CCN is
different over continental and marine regions. Over the continents primary particles contribute 59% of CCN (0.2%) in
low-level clouds in April 2000 and their switch-off reduces
CCN (0.2%) by 33%, whereas primary emissions can explain 44% of marine CCN (0.2%) but their switch-off reduces CCN (0.2%) by 16%. Therefore, the primary emissions restrict the production of CCN (0.2%) via nucleation
over the oceans more than over land.
In this atmosphere without primary emissions 50% of the
global CCN (0.2%) in low-level clouds come from BLN and
50% from UTN. This is quite a different split between BLN
and UTN compared to the atmosphere with primary emissions, in which nearly 73% of the nucleated CCN came from
UTN. Thus, primary emissions, which are primarily anthropogenic in origin, strongly suppress the importance of BLN
as a source of CCN. This sensitivity of nucleation to primary
emissions suggests that future increases in marine boundary
layer CCN due to higher wind speeds and greater sea-salt
emissions would not scale linearly with the changes in emisAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 8601–8616, 2009

sions. It also suggests that the sources of CCN in pre-human
conditions may be quite different to today.
Switching off UTN but leaving on BLN and primary
emissions decreases the ground level CN by only 5%, and
CCN (0.2%) in low-level clouds by 12%. The relatively
small reduction compared to the estimated annual mean contribution of UTN to CN of 26% and CCN (0.2%) of 41% (Table 2) is due to the response of BLN to the reduced aerosol
input from the UT. In the absence of UTN, BLN starts taking place in regions of the marine boundary layer where it is
not occurring when the background aerosol originating from
upper troposphere was included. In this run without UTN,
the global mean contribution of BLN to global mean lowlevel cloud CCN (0.2%) is 48% (60% marine mean), which is
disproportionately larger than the 55/10% split between primary and BLN CCN (0.2%) (45/10% in marine atmosphere)
when BLN is added to an atmosphere with UTN. Thus, UTnucleated particles are an important sink for boundary layernucleated particles, a response seen in early box model simulations (Raes, 1995; Raes et al. , 2000) but confirmed here
as a global phenomenon. The sensitive balance between the
production of BLN particles and their loss to the background
aerosol means that the total CCN concentration is less than
proportionally affected by changes in UT or primary particles.

4

Conclusions and discussion

Table 2 summarises the contributions of UTN, BLN and particulate emissions to global and regional ground level CN,
and CCN (0.2%) and CCN (1.0%) at the altitude of low-level
clouds. The estimates are based on the GLOMAP model runs
that produce best agreements with observed particle number
concentrations and size distributions (Spracklen et al., 2008,
2009).
On a global mean, primary particles contribute 55% of
CCN (0.2%) and nucleation 45%, from which 35% can be
attributed to the flux of nucleated particles from the free and
upper troposphere (UTN) and 10% from boundary layer nucleation (BLN). However, these UTN particles also significantly suppress the CCN yield from BLN particles, whose
contribution to CCN (0.2%) would be much larger if the UT
source were suppressed.
The contribution of nucleation to CCN (0.2%) in low-level
clouds is greater over marine regions (55%) than over land
areas (33%). But even over the most polluted continental
regions with high primary emissions, such as in South-East
Asia, nucleation accounts for 19 % of CCN (0.2%). In contrast, some continental regions appear to be rather similar to
marine regions in terms of the sources of CCN. For example,
in northern Asia and North America nucleation contributes
nearly half of all CCN (0.2%).
At higher elevations the contribution of primary particles
to CCN decreases and the contribution from UTN particles
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/8601/2009/
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increases. Also with a larger in-cloud supersaturation the relative contribution of nucleation sources to CCN increases, as
smaller particles dominated by nucleation sources become
activated. Particularly this is the case for boundary layer nucleation. Globally, BLN contributes 10% of CCN (0.2%)
but 20% of CCN (1.0%). This is because nucleation in the
boundary layer contributes most to the small particle sizes:
nearly half of all ground level particles above 3 nm are produced by BLN.
There are significant uncertainties in atmospheric nucleation mechanisms and in global primary particle emissions.
The near-linear relationship of continental nucleation rates
to sulfuric acid concentrations is nowadays fairly well established in a number of field experiments (Kulmala et al.,
2008), but it remains unclear if this mechanisms depends on
additional species besides sulfuric acid, such as on secondary
organics (Laaksonen et al., 2008). Here, we have represented
boundary layer nucleation with an activation scheme (Kulmala et al., 2006) using the same rate constants in all environments, but in reality boundary layer nucleation rates are
observed to have larger temporal and spatial variation (Riipinen et al., 2007). Other nucleation mechanisms may also
contribute to boundary layer nucleation: for example iodinedriven nucleation can be a significant source of new particles in coastal areas (O’Dowd and de Leeuw, 2007). We
have represented nucleation in the upper troposphere with
neutral binary homogeneous nucleation of sulfuric acid and
water, but it is possible that ion-induced nucleation can be
the dominant source in UT and possibly significantly contributes to boundary layer nucleation as well (Lovejoy et al.,
2004; Kazil et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2008). Uncertainties are
also related to the yield of condensing secondary organic vapor, which can modify the obtained aerosol size distributions
considerably (Spracklen et al., 2008) and enhance the particle growth rates to CCN sizes. Primary organic emission
strengths are still somewhat uncertain (Bond et al., 2004),
and the proportion of sulfur emissions that directly produces
sulfate anticorrelates strongly with BLN aerosol production
capability (Wang and Penner, 2009). While we take some of
these uncertainties into account, an exhaustive analysis of all
uncertainties is currently not possible.
In the current analysis we have used three different scenarios for primary emissions, three different rate constants
for boundary layer nucleation, and two different parameterizations of neutral binary homogeneous nucleation of sulfuric acid and water. The uncertainties were then combined
using the minimum and maximum aerosol production yield
from each production mechanism. Within this error analysis we can conclude that particles produced in the upper
troposphere dominate both total particle number and CCN
above the boundary layer and compete as a dominant source
od CCN in the marine boundary layer with primary particles
(mainly sea salt), and that continental boundary layer CCN
is dominated by primary emissions.
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The global spread of particles nucleated in the free and upper troposphere means that virtually nowhere on the planet
escapes the influence of sulfate pollution. While sulfate pollution is strongly concentrated over and near to source regions, the CCN produced in the FT from these sulfur species
are spread much more widely; the residence time of free tropospheric sulfate is estimated to be from a few weeks to over
a month whereas it is only few days in the boundary layer
(Rodhe, 1999; Williams et al., 2002). The general circulation
patterns make the longitudinal transport of free tropospheric
particles more efficient than latitudinal transport, and they
enter the boundary layer fairly evenly over different longitudes regardless of continents. We have highlighted the marine stratocumulus decks where this long reach of nucleated
CCN is important. The model results suggest that in many
regions the CCN budget can be understood only in the context of long-range transport. Even in highly polluted regions
CCN from long-range transport through the free troposphere
make a non-negligible contribution.
These simulations have shown that nucleated particles are
transported very large distances and can affect CCN in regions far from where precursor gases were emitted. The
transport, transformation and removal processes are therefore important factors in shaping the global CCN distribution. While previous model intercomparisons and assessments have evaluated aerosol lifetimes on a mass basis, an
evaluation of size-resolved transport efficiency and removal
would be useful.
Our analysis has also shown how primary and nucleated CCN sources are non-linearly coupled. In particular,
boundary layer nucleation is strongly suppressed both by
primary emissions at the surface and by the influx of particles that were nucleated in the upper troposphere. This
coupling means that in most regions CCN will respond nonlinearly to future changes in natural and anthropogenic primary emissions and condensable gases. For example, apart
from 40◦ −60◦ S Southern Ocean region, changes in marine
CCN due to climate-induced changes in wind speed will not
scale with sea spray emissions.
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